We consider an X ray computed tomography (CT) image reconstruction problem where we want to include some geometrical informations coming h m anatomical atlas and propose new meth-MIS based on hierarchical Markov modeling and Bayesian estimation approach. We use two kinds of anatomical information: partial knowledge of values in some regions and partial knowledge of the edges of some other regions. We show the advantages of using such informations on increasing the quality of reconstructions. We also show some results to analyze the effects of some e m r s in anatomical data on the reconshucted results.
MTRODUCTlON
Data fusion becomes one of the active area of research in medical imaging as well as in many other area such as non destructive testing (h' DT), geophysical imaging, process tomography and radioastronomy. We consider here the case of medical imaging with an X ray computed tomography (CT) image reconstruction problem where we want to use two kind of data: classical radiographic (projection) data and some geometrical informations coming f" anatomical atlas such as partial knowledge ofthe anatomic regions and/or the borders of these regions.
The idea of using geometrical data in CT imaging is not new. Many works on the subject has been done before. See for example [I, 2, 3,4, 51. In 11, 51, the authors proposed methods for using regions borders from geometrical data in medical imaging and the authors in [Z, 3, 4] used the knowledge of some ofregions materials. While the application in the first references wncems medical imaging, the application in the second references wncems industrial NDT. But, combining both regions and borders informations h m anatomic data is new.
We give here some preliminary results simulating a fan beam
CT problem with more limited number of X ray data and show compm'sons of the results using classical backprojection or filtered back-projection methods with those obtained by the proposed method either using or nor the anatomical data. These results show the advantages of using anatomical data when these data are exact and well registered with radiographic data. We also show the sensitivity of the proposed method to some errors in anatomical data due to imperfect registration and other uncertainties.
BAYESIAN APPROACH FOR DATA FUSION
Assume that we are observing an unknown body o through two different measurement systems and obtained two sets of data y and x. For example, consider a CT system where y is a set of X ray radiographic data and z a set of ulhasound echographic data.
The X ray data are related to the mass density z of the matter while the ultrasound data are related to the acoustic reflectivity r of the matter which is more related to the changes of material mass density inside the object and gives more information on the edges of different homogeneous regions. 
which can be used within the Bayes rule to obtain P(Z, rlv, 4 a P(U, zlz, r ) p ( z , +) = P(U, XI=, r)p(Zlr)p(r). The next step is to choose the prior probability lawsp(y, %Iz,r), p(+) andp(r). Forthis, we make the following assumptions:
Conditional independence of (I and z and Gaussian process for €1 and €2 which results to: P(V, 42, r ) = P ( u l z ) P ( 4 r ) by using an alternate optimization scheme such as:
First estimate r using only z and then use them to estimate 3 = argmrm@(rlr)) 2:
where p(r1.z) a p ( r l r ) p ( + ) and
Other schemes are possible [6].
the following prior laws: A generalizedGaussian law for p(r):
In previous works, we had considered this last scheme with to translate the link between the two quantities z and r. i.e. when vj is low, it is more probable to be in a homogeneous region and when rj is high, it is more probable to be in a transition region (edges). Based on these choices, we obtain the following scheme: Note that, when the hyperparameters XI > 0 and 1 < 6 < 2 are fixed then JI is a convex function of r. Then, its optimization can be done by any gradient based algorithm. This is the same for Jz if 4 is chosen to be convex and XZ > 0.
FUSION OF RADIOGRAPHIC AND ANATOMICAL

DATA
The previous approach can easily be extended to the CT image reconsbuction where we want to include some geometrical information such as partial howledge of some of the region valucs andlor some of the positions of edges or region borders. These informations can be obtained, for example, from anatomical atlas in medical imaging or using other measurement systems such as laser or ultrasound echo-graphic data.
The main idea is that, we must use the information we have in those regions, but we must be careful that these informations are subject to uncertainties. Indeed, in those regions we must preserve the given information, but in the regions we do not have infonnation, still we have to use criterion with capabilities ofdetecting and preserving the edges.
Using some pattial knowledge of some regions borders can be considered as a special case of the method proposed in previous section. Here we propose to add a new term to include some partial knowledge about the values of pixels in some specified regions. Because this information may be partial and there may also be some uncertainty on it, we use again probabilistic approach and model this through a probability law Using this model and the discussions in previous sections, the Bayesian MAP estimation approach comes up with the following criterion to optimize to fiud the an image i % which will be the result of fusion of these data:
P ( S I~) K~W
. In the following, we assume to have sinogram data J(Zl#,q,a,p) = l l~-€ f~~I l '
+ h X j P j C b z ( Y -8 j )
A simple choice for 01 and t$z is a quadratic $(U) = U' or power We take advantage of this property to propose an iterative algorithm which statts by optimizing (I) with known values of q to obtain 2, from which we compute a new estimate a using the mentioned property. Then, we replace those values of it by known values of q and use it again in the next iteration. The whole reconstruction procedure is then the following:
Computer by optimizing thc criterion (I);
3. Compute a new value for q from 1 : using the properties of
4.
Replace those a priori known values of q(') in computed q half-quadratic criteria;
and return to 2 until convergence.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Here, we illustrate the application of the proposed methods for the special case of CT medical imaging. The object is a known numerical phantom in CT which has been proposed hy Shepp and Logan [14]. This is a (256 x 256) image. The sinogram data is obtained by simulating a fan beam tomography with 61 detectors and 128 angular positions over 0 and 360 degrees for the source. The opening angle for the source is 30.4 degrees. The distance between the source and the center of the object is 600 mm and the dimensions of the reconstructed image is (400 mm x 400 mm). Fig. 1 shows the original object and the asmiated sinogram data. Fig. 2 shows the reconshuction results by classical backprojection or filtered back-projection methods used in commercial scanners. As it is seen on this figure, these results are not satisfactory for the data gathering configuration we proposed where we are looking for a high resolution image (256 x 256) from a sinogram data which has only (128 x 64) data points (64 detectors and 128 source positions uniformly distributed in 0, 2~) .
We also give here two other results obtained by optimizing the criterion (3) with 6 a quadratic function once over R" and the second over R : .
In both cases, we used a simple gradient algorithm, but in the second case, we imposed the positivity constraint at each iteration. These results are significantly better than the classical back-projection methods thanks to regularization terms, but they need more computations (approximately two times more computations than a simple back-projection in each iteration). Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction results using geometrical data.
In this figure, a) and b) show the known region and borders data which are assumed available; c) shows the result when only the region data in a) has been used; d) shows the result when only the borders data in b) has been used; and e) and r) are two results when both region and borders data have been used. These two results have been obtained for two different values of confidence for the regions values (different values of XI which is too low at lefl but it seem to have good value at right). Obviously, fusion of more anatomical information results in more accurate results when these data are exact. Unforhmately, in practical applications, we need a first step of registration to bring the geometrical informations in the same frames of X ray radiographic data. In previous simulations, we assumed that this has been done, before starting the reconstruction. In the following, we give some results to show the sensitiviv of the results on some ermrs of registration. Here we simulated the cases where the geometrical atlas data are obtained with some ermrs on the orientation of some of the known regions (& 5 degree). 
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a hierarchical Markov modeling and a MAP criterion to do data fusion in medical imaging. We illustrated the feasibility of this approach for the case of X ray computed tomography where we used some anatomical information to obtain bener reconstruction results. We used two kind of anatomical information: partial knowledge of values in some regions and partial knowledge of the borders of some other regions. We showed the advantages ofusing such informations on increasing the quality of reconstructions. We also showed some results to analyze the effects of some errors in anatomic data on the reconstructed results.
[I31 P. Comparing these results, we see that the degradations due to these errors are not so crucial if the regularization parameters XI and XZ are not too high.
All the previous results have been obtained without feedback procedure for re-estimating the unknown edge positions q. Fig. 5 shows a result which is obtained using the iterative procedure explained at the end of the previous section. Comparing the estimated edges on this figure (right) with the a priori known part of thest edges in (Fig. 3-b) , we see that new region edges have been estimated These results are still preliminary. Future studies will focus more on the properties of the mentioned iterative algorithm. Fig. 5 . Reconshuctions by incomplete data fusion: This result is obtained using the iterative procedure for re-estimating the edges q: On lei? 2 (to be compared with the result on Fig. 3-e) and on right the final re-estimated edges ij (to be compared with the h -edger on Fig. 3-b) .
